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AC Oxgangs FC 

Under 9s Match Report 

Sunday, 14th October 2011 
Geoff Stockham/Matt Holligan 

 

ESSDA Soccer Sevens Maradona Division 

ACO SLEEPING AS A BONNYRIGG 

SIDE FINALLY BEAT ACO 

Bonnyrigg Rose Colts 8  AC Oxgangs 3 

Half-Time 5-0 

Scorers 

Zac (2), James 

ACO Man of the Match 

With an average ACO performance there were no stand out performances this week. With Bonnyrigg controlling 

the game from kick off,  it was all about defending this week - making Liam this week’s MOTM. By using his 

strong upper body strength to shield the ball, and at other times to clear the ball up to give the defence a chance 

to catch their breath. Well Done. 

_____________________________________________________________ 

AC Oxgangs' unbeaten run against Bonnyrigg teams would be put to the test against newly-formed Bonnyrigg 

Rose Colts this week. 

It was clear from the first kick that ACO would have their work cut out, as a Bonnyrigg attacker pounced on a 

soft pass from the kick-off and powered into the box to score.  The Bonnyrigg players were passing well and 

getting stuck into tackles, and ACO were barely getting a look-in.  James, who was playing up front, was 

spending a good deal of time defending, and did well to track back and clear for a corner.  Liam cleared the ball 

well with a powerful header, but Bonnyrigg scored again with a great shot from outside the box. 

ACO were struggling to get out of their half, and another speculative long shot took an unlucky deflection past 

Aaron to put Bonnyrigg 3-0 ahead.  Finally ACO managed to put some pressure on the Bonnyrigg defence, and 

James had two shots saved in quick succession.  However, Bonnyrigg broke quickly and although Aaron made a 

great save, a Bonnyrigg forward was on hand to bundle the ball into the net for another goal.  ACO attacked 

again, and James had another shot saved, but again Bonnyrigg countered quickly, and Liam cleverly shielded the 

ball out for a goal kick.  Kieran then sent a nice pass to James who raced from midfield but saw his shot go 

wide.  ACO then had another good move when Kieran sent the ball out to Leo, and he crossed the ball to James, 

but his shot was blocked.  This was a good period of pressure from ACO down both flanks, and Kieran, 

Christopher and James combined well on the left, but James' cross went over the bar. 

It wasn't long before Bonnyrigg grabbed another though, as ACO lost the ball at the retreating line, and a shot 

came straight back into the back of the net.  Bonnyrigg quickly won another corner that sailed over everyone 

and hit the far post, and Brodie was in quickly to tidy up and clear the ball.  There was time for one last ACO 

attack, but Kieran's run was stopped in the box by a crunching tackle.  A half that ACO would like to forget! 

 

Half-time: 5-0 



_________________________________________________________________ 

Please note our Match Reports are written from an AC Oxgangs perspective and are primarily intended for the 
benefit of our players, officials and supporters. Understandably, our match reporters will focus on our own 
performance but this does not imply that the contribution of the opposing team has been deliberately 
undervalued. 

If you would like to comment on any of our Match Reports please email web.admin@acoxgangs.com 

                                           Visit our website at www.acoxgangs.com 

Follow us on Twitter at http://twitter.com/ACOxgangs 
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Any hope for a second-half turnaround faded quickly as Bonnyrigg grabbed another after ACO lost the ball on 

the retreating line again, and the forward rushed into the box to score.  ACO started to push forward more, and 

made good progress up the right wing, with Zac doing well to win a corner.  However, Bonnyrigg raced back up 

the pitch and Kieran had to make two great blocks in quick succession.  The ball soon came back into the ACO 

box though, and in the scramble to clear it, a Bonnyrigg player poked the ball home for another goal. 

Suddenly ACO seemed to wake up and for the next fifteen minutes were on top.  Christopher and James 

combined well, passing up the pitch, and the ball came out for both Christopher and Max to try shots.  The ball 

was cleared out to Kieran who curled in a shot from long range that just went wide.  Zac then managed to get 

clear of the last man, but the defender managed to recover and clear.  Then James powered down the right and 

sent in a great cross but Bonnyrigg tried to break quickly, only to be stopped by Kieran as the last man.  ACO 

then broke back after a Bonnyrigg corner, and Christopher was unlucky to see his side-foot shot go just wide.  

Kieran then set Zac free with a long throw, but the keeper saved well as Zac tried to go round him.  Finally ACO 

got the goal they deserved after Liam powered forward with three great tackles and sent the ball to Zac who 

slotted it home. 

ACO nearly grabbed another, but James was bundled over as he was lining up the shot.  His free kick was 

cleared to Kieran who sent a good pass in to Zac, who grabbed his second goal with a great finish.  ACO 

immediately got another when Zac sent the ball in to James who also finished well. 

Bonnyrigg started to pressure ACO again, and Aaron needed to make a great save from a long shot, then his 

quick throw to James set up another good counter attack.  Zac sent the ball out to Max, and he laid off the ball to 

Kieran who sent in another long shot that curled just wide.  James then sent the ball to Zac who had another shot 

saved.  At the other end, ACO couldn't clear the ball from outside the box, and Bonnyrigg grabbed another goal.  

ACO managed another attack, when Max intercepted a pass, then Kieran sent a long pass to Zac who was fouled 

near the corner flag.  Max nearly got in from the free kick but his shot from the byline was saved. 

A much better half from ACO, but they had given themselves too much to do after the first half. 

Coaches Message: 

Poor performance today, never looked like getting anything from the game, started slow and never got our 

passes firm enough and played quick enough. Chance to pick it up next week. Unlucky. See you Sunday. 

http://www.acoxgangs.com/
http://twitter.com/ACOxgangs

